NEWSLETTER
Friday 13 November 2020

The sound of the Last Post drifted across the playground on Wednesday morning as the whole school stood (in
our bubbles) in silence to remember the amazing acts of sacrifice of so many across history. The children
seemed to understand the significance of what we were doing as they observed the silence impeccably. It was
lovely to receive a note from one of our neighbours later that day, thanking us not only for the beautiful
trumpet playing they could hear, but also for educating our children in something they deemed extremely
important.
Our Remembrance event tied in superbly with this week’s TRACK Value of resilience. On Monday, I was able to
talk to the KS1 children about the resilience of our older generations who were involved in the two World
Wars. I played them part of an interview I did with some friends of mine, both in their eighties, who shared
some war-time experiences and talked of the incredible war-time spirit. The Year Two children, in particular,
asked some insightful questions and proudly told me about relatives of theirs who had experienced war-time.
Elsewhere, our school kitchen enjoyed an upgrade of cooking equipment this week, meaning a day of packed
lunches for all. As ever, an ‘inconvenience’ was seen as an ‘opportunity’ by our inventive, resourceful staff,
with a teddy bears’ picnic arranged for all, delivered by a walking teddy bear...further details to follow!
May I wish all those celebrating Diwali this weekend a very special time, even in the midst
of lockdown! I look forward to seeing everyone on Monday in their odd socks!
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Early Years News

What a wonderfully busy and creative week we have had with our little Bees and Butterflies!
We watched a short animation explaining Armistice Day and made our own poppies. We joined the rest of the
school for a two-minute silence at eleven o’clock on Wednesday morning. What a proud moment to witness our
little ones holding their poppies and respecting the occasion with stillness and silence.
Throughout the week we have been talking about and making art for Diwali. We looked at the story of Rama and
Sita and made Diyas (Divas) and candles using lots of sparkly materials. The children created many imaginary
dishes from coloured rice and we were delighted when Eloise arrived at school in traditional costume!
On Wednesday afternoon our “Little Chefs” used their cutting skills to make pasta salad while identifying shapes
in the vegetables ….. eating their culinary creations was very much welcomed, with some asking “is there any
more?”
The children studied the works of Matisse and Kandinsky and continued our creative theme by practising cutting,
and focussing on shape and colour to design our own lovely art work.
And finally, just when we wondered if we had any more energy, we practised using our knives and forks and
discussed manners and how we loved eating healthy food at lunch times.

The Nursery Team
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Forest School

Last week the children in Nursery and Reception experienced the warmth, colours and smell of wood smoke as
part of their Bonfire afternoon at the field. This week was the turn of Year 1 and Year 2 to incorporate the theme
of fire in their Forest School sessions.
The children in Year One were brilliantly entertained by Jeevan acting out the story of Rama and Sita. He cleverly
used different leaves as the characters and then we carefully watched our Forest School Diya lamp bringing light
and colour to our day. Year 2 shared their knowledge of the Great Fire of London whilst trying to master the
tricky skills of using fire strikers to create sparks for fire lighting. It is trickier than it looks but the children
demonstrated true resilience until they all achieved their first sparks!

Mrs Newman
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YEARStage
Key
1 One News

Year Two children have continued to talk about fire this week. We used the Chromebooks and Google docs to
create tables of materials and predicted which would burn. We had great fun (safely) testing our predictions and
were even allowed to light some matches! The plastic was the most impressive as it melted like chocolate which
was great to watch. The fabric went up in flames quickly and we thought about all the clothes in people's homes
during The Great Fire of London.
We had great fun making our Tudor houses. We are not sure why the Tudors would have built them with a
bigger upstairs than downstairs as this made them very unstable! We showed excellent teamwork as we helped
each other to model the boxes and paint them to show the wood, straw and pitch.
Maths has been really tricky as we have stretched ourselves to learn the methods for formal column addition
and subtraction. We have shown great resilience as we made mistakes and practised getting the method right.
With a little role play involving Mrs Ones and Mr Tens we managed to get it right.

Holy Trinity Claygate has asked us to make some decorative stars for their Christmas display. Team B enjoyed
some Christmas crafting on Wednesday and Team A children are looking forward to making theirs next
week. We have also started to think about and plan our own Nativity. Is it ever too early to feel a little festive?
The Year 2 Team
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Teddy Bears’ Picnic...
On Thursday we had to close our kitchen for the day so that
new catering equipment could be installed. Chef Andy, who
never misses an opportunity to add a little magic to
lunchtimes, decided to organise a class picnic for all the
children, with a “Teddy Bears’ Picnic” theme.
Of course, there were individual bags of sandwiches, some
fruit and some Pom Bear crisps. However the children were
not expecting to find a tiny teddy bear in their lunch bags.
And they certainly did not expect to see their lunches
delivered by Chef Andy...being carried on the shoulders of a
giant teddy bear! A huge “thank you” to Chef Andy and our
Lovely Lunch Ladies, Wendy and Sylvie, for all their hard work
and thoughtfulness, as always.
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Christmas Card Competition...
Don’t forget that the closing date for entries for our
annual Christmas Card Competition is this Monday,
16th November. Mr Akhurst would love your childen's
help in designing a Christmas card that we can send to
our neighbours and friends of the school.
This is something that you might enjoy making together
with your child at home. (Please note that extra credit
will be given for work that is clearly the children's
own!). Mr Akhurst would like the children to be as
creative and imaginative as they can and there are just
three rules:All entries should be A4 in size. They can be landscape
or portrait.
Please do not stick anything onto your card as it will
need to be scanned. Please ensure that it is 2D!
Make the design as colourful and festive as you can!
There will be prizes for the runners-up and for the
winning design. Please give your design to your child's
teacher.

Anti-Bullying Week...
It’s national Anti-Bullying Week
next week, and to mark the
occasion we would like to invite
all our children (and staff!) to
wear odd socks to school on
Monday. We look forward to
seeing some fabulous colour
combinations!
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Autumn Scavenger Hunt…How many of these things can you find ?

Some fungi (Do NOT
touch!)

An item that someone
else has lost

A bare tree

A weather vane

Print out this page and tick the boxes for the things that you spot this
weekend. Give your completed sheet to your class teacher on Monday
and claim your house point!

Some beautiful red
leaves

A tree covered in ivy

A puddle you can jump
over (This one has a
smiley face in it!)

A friendly robin

An arrow, pointing
anywhere

An industrious squirrel

A statue (any variety)

A pile of leaves you can
jump in
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TRACK News...

Track Certificates were Awarded to:
Nursery
Aarya for Kindness

Reception

Artie for Resilience
Raffi for Resilience
Leo for Resilience

Year One
Ollie for Resilience
Ivy for Aspiration
Zach for Resilience
Year Two
Arthur for Aspiration
Theo for Aspiration
Values Trackers completed: Aydin

House Points...
Green 68
Red 67
Yellow 61
Blue 55
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In other news...
Qu

We are always so happy to catch up with children who
have moved on to their next schools. This evening, we
were delighted to see Charlie, who is one of our newest
“Old Boys”. Charlie is, as expected, very happy at
Shrewsbury House School and told us that his “task is to
make friends with every boy in the school”! We are sure
that he will achieve that ambition.

Our Nursery children have amazing imaginations and we
are always impressed by their creativity. This week, all
the children and staff were given tiny teddies for the
Teddy Bears’ Picnic. Mrs Curtis hung her bear on her
school lanyard and Eliza took pity on it as it had no
clothes! Eliza made this tiny outfit for the bear, which we
think is absolutely exquisite.

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us on
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and
we regularly update the account with
news on the exciting activities in which
the children are taking part.
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YEAR
1
And finally...some
other lovely moments from our week...
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YEAR 1a few more.)
(...and
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